Retroviruses package two copies of viral RNA into virions as genetic material (19, 34, 35) . Viral RNAs are specifically selected to be packaged during virus assembly; the specificity of RNA packaging is determined by the interactions between the packaging signal in the viral RNA and the viral polyprotein Gag (8, 9, 38, 58) . Deletion of the packaging signal can drastically reduce viral RNA packaging (3, 36, 41, 61) , whereas mutations in the Gag polyprotein can affect packaging specificity. The Gag polyproteins of all retroviruses have three common domains: matrix (MA), capsid (CA), and nucleocapsid (NC) (58) . Among these domains, NC plays an important role in RNA recognition and packaging, although other domains in Gag have also been suggested previously to contribute to RNA packaging specificity (23, 30, 53, 57) . Mutations in NC can result in decreased viral RNA packaging (2-4, 20, 24, 25, 27, 43, 44, 50, 65, 66) , whereas swapping the NC domain from different viruses can alter packaging specificity (10, 13, 21, 32, 66) .
Packaging signals in many retroviruses have been identified; the major packaging signals are generally located in the 5Ј untranslated regions of the viral RNA, with some signals extending into the group-specific antigen gene (gag) (8, 37) . Sequences elsewhere in the viral genome have also been suggested previously to affect RNA packaging (5, 49, 64) . Packaging signals are generally mapped by using deletion analyses to identify elements necessary for RNA packaging or by determining which elements are sufficient to allow the encapsidation of a heterologous RNA (8, 37) .
One of the first packaging signals identified in retroviruses was that in reticuloendotheliosis virus, an avian pathogen closely related to spleen necrosis virus (SNV) (41, 56, 61) . This packaging signal was first defined by deletion studies as a 190-nucleotide (nt) sequence located in the 5Ј untranslated region of the viral genome. This region was termed the encapsidation sequence (E). Deletion of E or part of E resulted in decreased SNV RNA being packaged into the viral particles (60) (61) (62) . Relocating SNV E to the 3Ј untranslated region of the viral vector still allowed efficient packaging of the vector RNA (28) . The defined 190-nt SNV E was shown elsewhere to allow the packaging of heterologous RNAs (16) .
The packaging signal of murine leukemia virus (MLV) was defined both by deletion studies and by demonstrating its ability to allow the encapsidation of heterologous RNA (1, 41) . A 350-nt sequence in the 5Ј untranslated region was first defined by restriction enzyme mapping to be important for viral RNA packaging; this sequence was termed ⌿ (41). It was later shown that a longer sequence, including ⌿ and the 5Ј portion of gag (approximately 420 nt), allowed more efficient packaging of the vector RNA (7) . This extended packaging signal was termed ⌿ ϩ . Abolishing the gag start codon did not interfere with the enhancement of RNA packaging, indicating a cis-acting role for the gag sequences (7). Deletion of ⌿ or portions of ⌿ resulted in decreases in the amount of viral RNA that was encapsidated into retroviral particles (41, 47, 48) . ⌿ can be moved to the 3Ј end of the viral vector genome and still allow efficient vector RNA packaging (40) . ⌿ and ⌿ ϩ can also be inserted into nonretroviral RNAs to allow the packaging of these RNAs into viral particles (1) .
With a few reported exceptions, packaging specificity is generally limited to the same virus or closely related viruses (12, 32, 52, 58) . One of the exceptions is that SNV Gag polyprotein can efficiently package MLV RNA (22) . However, this recognition is nonreciprocal: MLV Gag cannot package SNV RNA efficiently (14) . Furthermore, replacing the NC domain of SNV Gag with MLV NC drastically reduces the ability of this chimeric Gag to recognize SNV vector RNA, although it can package MLV RNA efficiently (13) . This finding indicates that MLV Gag cannot recognize a certain RNA motif(s) in SNV E. Such nonreciprocal RNA packaging between SNV and MLV provides us with a model system to analyze RNA motifs involved in the interactions between Gag and packaging signals.
The primary sequences of MLV ⌿ and SNV E do not contain significant homology ( Fig. 1) (33, 41, 61) . However, they share a similar RNA secondary structure: a pair of hairpins demonstrated previously to be essential for RNA packaging (33, 62) . In both MLV and SNV, deletions or mutations that destabilized the hairpin pair drastically reduced the efficiencies of RNA packaging (47, 48, 62) . Based on its important role in RNA packaging, the hairpin pair was proposed previously to be the core encapsidation signal of MLV (47) . Interestingly, the MLV hairpin pair can functionally replace the SNV hairpin pair, since an SNV E-based packaging signal containing the MLV hairpin pair can be recognized by SNV Gag efficiently (62) . Because SNV Gag recognizes both packaging signals, it remains unclear whether the hairpin pair motif plays a role in the nonreciprocal recognition between MLV and SNV. It is possible that MLV Gag can discriminate between the SNV and MLV hairpin pairs, whereas SNV Gag can recognize both hairpin pairs. It is also possible that, despite the importance of the hairpin pair, other RNA regions in MLV ⌿ that are necessary for MLV Gag-RNA interaction are lacking or different in SNV E.
In this report, we sought to delineate the motifs in the two packaging signals that lead to the nonreciprocal packaging of MLV and SNV. We took advantage of the conserved hairpin pair structure and constructed vectors that contained chimeric packaging signals, replacing either the hairpin pair or one of the regions flanking the hairpin pair. We then examined the abilities of these chimeric packaging signals to be encapsidated by MLV Gag and SNV Gag independently. With this ap- proach, we evaluated the contribution of different RNA regions in the viral packaging signals that determine the specificity of viral RNA encapsidation.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Plasmid construction and definitions. All of the retroviral vectors were constructed using standard techniques (54) . In this report, the "p" in front of the vector name (e.g., pBB4-SE) refers to the plasmid, whereas the vector name without the "p" refers to virus derived from this plasmid (e.g., BB4-SE).
Plasmid pAR2 is an MLV vector (63) that encodes the hygromycin phosphotransferase B gene (hygro) (26) . Plasmid pAR3 was derived from pAR2 by deleting the entire MLV ⌿ ϩ in the 5Ј untranslated region (7). Plasmid pAR2 was digested with MscI plus SalI, treated with the Escherichia coli DNA polymerase I large fragment (Klenow), and religated. This deletion was confirmed by restriction enzyme mapping and DNA sequencing. DNA sequencing analyses revealed that the ligation junction contained a 1-bp deletion (G) and a 2-bp insertion (CA), presumably generated during the cloning procedure. This minor variation was not expected to affect viral replication and RNA packaging.
Plasmid pAR3L was derived from pAR3 by insertion of a linker (annealed DNA oligonucleotides BENLINK1 and 2KNILNEB [ Table 1 ]) into the ClaI site of the viral 3Ј untranslated regions. This linker contained the BsrGI and SalI restriction enzyme sites followed by stop codons in three reading frames. The previously described vectors pSY223, pSY254, pSY281, and pSY280 (62) (kind gifts from Shiaolan Yang) were digested with Asp718 plus SalI to yield DNA fragments that were ligated to the BsrGI-plus-SalI-digested pAR3L to generate pBB4-SNVE, pBB5-MLV⌿ ϩ , pBB6-SEMhp, and pBB7-MLV⌿, respectively. The ⌿ and ⌿ ϩ sequences from pSY281 and pSY280 were derived from pLN, which contains a hybrid signal with the 5Ј portion from Moloney murine sarcoma virus and the 3Ј portion from Moloney MLV (46) . The packaging signals from Moloney MLV and Moloney murine sarcoma virus contain minor differences; hybrid packaging signals, especially this set, have been used frequently in previous studies. For convenience, we use MLV ⌿ or ⌿ ϩ to designate these packaging signals.
The chimeric packaging signal sequences located in plasmids pBB8-M⌿ ϩ Shp, pBB10-MShpS, pBB11-SShpM, pBB12-SMhpM, and pBB13-MMhpS were generated by overlapping extension PCR using the primers listed in Table 1 . This was accomplished by first amplifying a DNA fragment containing the upstream flanking region plus the hairpin pair (5Ј fragment) and a DNA fragment containing the hairpin pair plus the downstream flanking region (3Ј fragment), followed by joining of the two fragments by PCR. Vector pBB8-M⌿ ϩ Shp was generated using the following procedures. The 5Ј fragment was amplified from pBB5-MLV⌿ ϩ with primers P1MLVP5 and 2P5PHVNS. The 3Ј fragment was amplified from pBB5-MLV⌿ ϩ with primers 4P3-PVLM and P3SNVHP3. These two DNA fragments were joined by PCR with primers P1MLVP5 and 4P3-PVLM, digested with Asp718 plus SalI, and inserted into BsrGI-plus-SalI-digested pAR3L. Plasmid pBB9-M⌿Shp was generated by digesting pBB8-M⌿ ϩ Shp with Eco47III plus SalI, treating the DNA with the Klenow fragment, and self-ligating the DNA. MLV ⌿ is defined as the region between the MscI and PstI sites in the MLV 5Ј untranslated region (41) ; the Eco47III site is immediately downstream of the PstI site.
Plasmid pBB10-MShpS was generated by the following steps. The 5Ј fragment was amplified from pBB9-M⌿Shp with primers 3ЈHYGRO and PHVNS3Ј. The 3Ј fragment was amplified from pBB4-SNVE with primers TPPVLM and SNVHP5Ј. These two DNA fragments were joined by PCR with primers 3ЈHY-GRO and TPPVLM, digested with ClaI plus SalI, and inserted into ClaI-plusSalI-digested pAR3L.
Plasmid pBB11-SShpM was generated in the following manner. The 5Ј fragment was amplified from pBB4-SNVE with primers 3ЈHYGRO and PHVNS3Ј. The 3Ј fragment was amplified from pBB9-M⌿Shp with primers TPPVLM and SNVHP5Ј. These two DNA fragments were joined by PCR with primers 3ЈHY-GRO and TPPVLM, digested with ClaI plus SalI, and inserted into ClaI-plusSalI-digested pAR3L.
Plasmid pBB12-SMhpM was generated in the following manner. The 5Ј fragment was amplified from pBB6-SEMhp with primers 3ЈHYGRO and 3ЈPHVLM. The 3Ј fragment was amplified from pBB7-MLV⌿ with primers MLVHP5Ј and TPPVLM. These two DNA fragments were joined by PCR with primers 3ЈHY-GRO and TPPVLM, digested with ClaI and SalI, and inserted into ClaI-plusSalI-digested pAR3L.
Plasmid pBB13-MMhpS was generated by the following procedure. The 5Ј fragment was amplified from pBB7-MLV⌿ with primers 3ЈHYGRO and 3ЈPHVLM. The 3Ј fragment was amplified from pBB6-SEMhp with primers TPPVLM and MLVHP5Ј. These two DNA fragments were joined by PCR with primers 3ЈHYGRO and TPPVLM, digested with ClaI and SalI, and inserted into ClaI-plus-SalI-digested pAR3L.
The general structures of all the plasmids were verified by restriction enzyme analyses. To ensure that inadvertent mutations were not introduced during PCR or the cloning procedures, all of the packaging signals and neighboring sequences were characterized by DNA sequencing (55) (AutoRead kit [Pharmacia] ).
Cell lines, transfection, and infection. PG13 and D17 cell lines were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection. Cell line PG13 was derived from murine NIH 3T3 TK Ϫ cells and expresses MLV Gag/Gag-Pol and gibbon ape leukemia virus Env (45) . D17 is a dog osteosarcoma cell line that is permissive for infection by SNV Env-and gibbon ape leukemia virus Env-pseudotyped virus (51) . Cell line DSH134G was derived from D17 and expresses SNV Gag/Gag-Pol and Env (42) (a kind gift from Ralph Dornburg). All cells were maintained in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium supplemented with either 6% (D17 and DSH134G) or 10% (PG13) calf serum (HyClone Laboratories, Inc.) with penicillin (50 U/ml; Gibco) plus streptomycin (50 g/ml; Gibco). Cells were maintained at 37°C with 5% CO 2 .
Plasmids were introduced into PG13 and DSH134G cells by calcium phosphate transfection (54) and dimethyl sulfoxide-Polybrene transfection (31), re- spectively. Hygromycin-resistant helper cell colonies were pooled; each transfected cell pool contained at least 500 colonies. Transfected DSH134G cell pools were propagated in the presence of 3Ј-azido-3Ј-deoxythymidine (1 M) to prevent potential vector reinfection (29) . 3Ј-Azido-3Ј-deoxythymidine was removed from the cell culture before plating of the transfected cells for virus harvest.
Transfected cells were plated at a density of 5 ϫ 10 6 cells per 100-mmdiameter dish, fresh medium was added 24 h later, and another 24 h later supernatants were collected. Virus-containing cell culture medium was centrifuged at 3,000 ϫ g for 10 min to pellet cellular debris. The supernatant was then aliquoted for use in infection, reverse transcriptase (RT) assay, and isolation of cell-free virion RNA.
Tenfold serial dilutions of each virus were used to infect D17 target cells for 4 h in the presence of Polybrene (50 g/ml). The infected D17 cells were placed under hygromycin selection (120 g/ml). Viral titers were determined by the numbers of hygromycin-resistant D17 cell colonies.
RNA isolation and analysis. Total cellular RNAs were isolated by using either Trizol (Life Technologies, Inc.) or the AquaPure RNA isolation kit (Bio-Rad) as specified by the manufacturers. The integrity of the cellular RNA was verified by gel electrophoresis and inspection of the rRNA bands, whereas the amount of total cellular RNA was quantified by spectrophotometric analyses. Cell-free virions were concentrated by centrifugation at 25,000 rpm for 90 min in a Beckman SW28 rotor. Viral pellets were resuspended in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium; a portion was removed from each sample for the RT assay, and the remaining sample was used for RNA analysis. Prior to RNA isolation, a portion of wild-type SNV was added to each virus preparation as an internal standard to monitor the loss of RNA during the isolation procedure. RNA was isolated by lysing the viral preparation with 0.1% sodium dodecyl sulfate in the presence of 200 g of tRNA/ml followed by phenol-chloroform extraction and ethanol precipitation. Alternatively, cell-free virion RNA was isolated using the QIAamp viral RNA isolation kit (Qiagen). All RNA samples were resuspended in diethyl pyrocarbonate-treated water.
DNA fragments used to generate RNA probes were amplified by PCR; T7 promoters were introduced into the DNA fragments during PCR by using primers containing the promoter sequences. Antisense RNA probes were generated from these PCR DNA fragments by using the Maxiscript T7 kit (Ambion) with the addition of [␣-
32 P]UTP (ICN). Vector RNAs were detected using a 385-nt probe containing a portion of hygro (hygro probe). A 325-nt sequence in this probe is complementary to the hygro sequences in all of the vectors containing various packaging signals. This probe was generated by transcribing a DNA fragment amplified with primers ORGYH7T and SV40PEND (Table 1) , with pJD220SVhy as a template (17) . Two probes were used to detect wild-type SNV RNA. The first was a 223-nt probe containing a 180-nt sequence complementary to the gag sequences of SNV RNA (gag probe). This probe was generated by transcribing a DNA fragment amplified with primers RD5ЈtoSMA and AMVNS7T, with pRD136 as a template (42) . The second probe was a 250-nt fragment containing a 146-nt sequence complementary to R-U5 of SNV viral RNA (R-U5 probe). This probe was generated by transcribing a DNA fragment amplified with primers SNVU3R and JD2143ЈU5, with pJD214 as a template (17) .
RNase protection assays were performed using the RPAII kit (Ambion) as specified by the manufacturer. For the detection of cellular RNAs, 20 g of total cellular RNA was used in each sample. Equal volumes of RNA obtained from viral pellets were analyzed under the same conditions, with the hygro, gag, or R-U5 probe in separate assays. RNA fragments were resolved on 5% Tris-boric acid-EDTA-urea polyacrylamide Ready Gels (Bio-Rad) and exposed to X-OMAT film (Kodak) and a PhosphorImager cassette (Bio-Rad). Quantification of the RNA fragments was performed using the Quantity One software program (version 4.10) on a PhosphorImager (Bio-Rad).
RT assay. The RT activity of each viral sample was determined using an equal volume of the concentrated virus by modification of the standard method (6, 59) , which has also been described recently (15) . In general, samples from a single set of transfection experiments generated similar RT activities, with less than twofold variation.
RESULTS
System used to examine the role of the hairpin pair motif in specific RNA recognition by SNV and MLV proteins. We hypothesized that the differences between the hairpin pair motifs of MLV and SNV are responsible for the inability of MLV Gag proteins to recognize SNV E, based on the proposed central role of this motif in the function of MLV ⌿ (47). To test this hypothesis, we examined the abilities of MLV and SNV proteins to recognize vectors containing SNV E, MLV ⌿, or chimeric packaging signals with heterologous hairpin pairs.
A series of vectors containing different packaging signals was constructed. All of these vectors were derived from an MLVbased vector, pAR3L ( Fig. 2A) . pAR3L contains hygro and MLV cis-acting elements except ⌿ ϩ , which was completely deleted. Various packaging signals were inserted into the 3Ј untranslated region of pAR3L between hygro and the 3Ј long terminal repeat (LTR). These sequences were inserted into the 3Ј untranslated region instead of the natural 5Ј untranslated region to avoid the possible effects of these packaging signals on reverse transcription and gene expression (11, 48) .
The structures of six vectors containing different packaging signals are shown in Fig. 2B ; three of these vectors have canonical packaging signals (SNV E, MLV ⌿ ϩ , and MLV ⌿), whereas the other three vectors contain chimeric sequences (SNV E with MLV hairpin pair [SEMhp] , MLV ⌿ ϩ with SNV hairpin pair [M⌿ ϩ Shp], and MLV ⌿ with SNV hairpin pair [M⌿Shp] ). All of the chimeric packaging signals contained the exact replacement of the hairpin pair sequences (Fig. 1) .
The abilities of MLV and SNV proteins to recognize these different chimeric packaging signals were examined by using the protocol illustrated in Fig. 3A . These vectors were introduced into helper cells expressing MLV Gag/Gag-Pol (PG13) or SNV Gag/Gag-Pol (DSH134G) by DNA transfection. Hygromycin-resistant colonies from each DNA sample were pooled; in general, each pool contained more than 500 colonies. An equal number of cells was plated from each cell pool, and virus was harvested from these cells 48 h later. For each virus sample, one portion was used to measure RT activity and isolate cell-free virion RNA, whereas the other portion was used to infect D17 target cells. Infected D17 target cells were subjected to hygromycin selection, and the number of resistant colonies was used to calculate viral titer. In addition to the cell-free virion RNA, total cellular RNA was isolated from each pool to directly examine the level of viral RNA expression. This protocol was designed to allow only one round of retroviral replication to ensure that the differences observed between these vectors were not amplified by multiple rounds of replication. Viral titers generated by vectors with different packaging signals. Although all of the chimeric packaging signals were constructed by precise swapping of the motifs, it is still possible that these signals may not form correct RNA structures, therefore losing their ability to be recognized by Gag polyprotein. SNV Gag can recognize both SNV E and MLV ⌿; therefore, if these chimeric packaging signals retain their functions, they should be recognized by SNV Gag. A comparison of viral titers generated from 6 or 10 independent experiments using SNVbased DSH134G helper cells is shown in Table 2 . Vector BB4-SNVE contains the SNV packaging signal and was used as a standard for comparison of viral titers propagated by SNV Gag. In each set of experiments, virus titers generated from various vectors were first standardized to the RT activities and then compared to the RT-standardized BB4-SNVE titer. BB4-SNVE generated titers with a mean of 3.3 ϫ 10 4 CFU/ml (standard error of 0.6 ϫ 10 4 CFU/ml). Vector AR3L generated titers dramatically lower than those from the other six vectors, with all differences being statistically significant (P Ͻ 0.001). These data indicated that the deletion of the packaging signal had a dramatic impact on the viral titer. All statistical analyses were performed using paired t tests with a modified Bonferroni approach to control the type 1 error rate (per comparison alpha set at 0.01). As previously shown, a chimeric packaging signal with SNV E and the MLV hairpin was functional (62); however, vector BB6-SEMhp generated titers slightly lower than (48%) but significantly different from those of BB4-SNVE (P Ͻ 0.001). Vector BB7-MLV⌿ generated titers that were not significantly different from those of BB4-SNVE (P ϭ 0.274), whereas vector BB5-MLV⌿ ϩ generated titers slightly higher (3.3-fold) than those of BB4-SNVE (P ϭ 0.005). Vectors containing chimeric MLV packaging signals with SNV hairpins replicated efficiently; BB8-M⌿ ϩ Shp and BB9-M⌿Shp generated titers not statistically different from those of BB4-SNVE (P ϭ 0.299 and 0.031, respectively). These data indicated that, although there were subtle differences, all of these packaging signals could be recognized efficiently by SNV Gag; therefore, the three chimeric packaging signals with swapped hairpin pairs were functional.
If the presence of the MLV hairpin pair motif was necessary for recognition by the MLV protein, then the MLV protein should not recognize the chimeric MLV packaging signals with replaced SNV hairpin pair motifs. Similarly, if the presence of the MLV hairpin pair motif was sufficient for the recognition, then the MLV protein should recognize the chimeric SNV packaging signal with the replaced MLV hairpin pair motif.
A comparison of the titers generated by viruses obtained from PG13 cells is shown in Table 2 . In each set of experiments, which were performed 7 or 11 times, all of the vector titers were standardized to the RT activities and compared with the titer of standardized BB7-MLV⌿. BB7-MLV⌿ generated titers with a mean of 10 ϫ 10 4 CFU/ml (standard error of 2.7 ϫ 10 4 CFU/ml). As expected, AR3L and BB4-SNVE produced very low titers (approximately 0.2 and 1.4% of the titers generated by BB7-MLV⌿, respectively); these differences were statistically significant (P Ͻ 0.001 for both vectors). BB5-MLV⌿ ϩ generated titers similar to those of BB7-MLV⌿ (P ϭ 0.386). Vectors containing a chimeric MLV packaging signal with the SNV hairpin pair generated viral titers that were 70 and 35% of the BB7-MLV⌿ titers; this result is in sharp contrast to the BB4-SNVE titers (1.4% of BB7-MLV⌿ titer). These data indicate that the SNV hairpin pair structure functionally replaces the MLV hairpin pair and is recognized by MLV Gag. However, the interaction between the SNV hairpin and MLV Gag may not have been as efficient, because BB9-M⌿Shp titers are significantly lower than those of BB7-MLV⌿ (P Ͻ 0.001). BB6-SEMhp generated low viral titers that were significantly different from those of BB7-MLV⌿ (P Ͻ 0.001) and not significantly different from those of BB4-SNVE (P ϭ 0.027). This finding indicates that the presence of the MLV hairpin pair in the SNV packaging signal does not result in a significant rescue of RNA packaging by the MLV protein.
Together, these data demonstrate that the MLV and SNV hairpin pair motifs can functionally replace each other with only minor effects on recognition by MLV or SNV proteins. Therefore, the hairpin pair motif is not the major component in SNV E that prevents MLV Gag from recognizing SNV RNA.
Cellular and viral RNA analyses of the vectors containing hairpin pair chimeric packaging signals. RNase protection assays were performed to directly examine the expression of vector RNA in transfected helper cells and the amount of vector RNA encapsidated in cell-free virions. An RNA probe containing sequences from the simian virus 40 promoter and hygro was used in these assays to detect vector RNA. Of the 385-nt probe, only a 325-nt portion hybridized to the RNA of AR3L and all AR3L-derived vectors and was protected from RNase treatment (Fig. 3B) .
Cellular RNAs were isolated from the transfected cell pools, and an equal amount of total cellular RNA from each transfected cell pool was used to determine the levels of vector RNA expression by RNase protection assays. The top panels of Fig. 4A and B show examples of RNase protection assays with cellular RNA isolated from transfected DSH134G and PG13 cell pools, respectively. All of the cell pools within each set of transfections generally had similar levels of vector RNA expression (with less than twofold variation) as quantified by a PhosphorImager.
The amounts of cell-free viral RNAs released from transfected helper cell pools were determined, and examples of the RNase protection assays are shown in the middle panels of Fig.  4 . In cell-free viral RNAs isolated from transfected DSH134G cells, viral RNAs were detected in samples from all vectors except the AR3L sample (lane 3). RNA quantification indicated that the amounts of RNA packaged in cell-free virions closely followed the viral titers (data not shown). In sharp contrast, not all the vectors with packaging signals were efficiently encapsidated in cell-free viral RNAs produced from transfected PG13 cells. As expected, viral RNAs were detected in BB5-MLV⌿ ϩ and BB7-MLV⌿ samples (lanes 5 and 7, respectively) but not in AR3L and BB4-SNVE samples (lanes 3 and 4, respectively). Viral RNA was not detected in BB6-SEMhp (lane 6), indicating inefficient RNA packaging by MLV Gag and providing an explanation for the low viral titers generated by these vectors in PG13 cells. RNA analyses also indicated that BB8-M⌿ ϩ Shp and BB9-M⌿Shp cell-free viral RNAs (lanes 8 and 9, respectively) were packaged by MLV Gag with a two-to threefold reduction in efficiency relative to that of BB7-MLV⌿ (lane 7). These results are consistent with the viral titer data.
To demonstrate that the differences detected in the amounts of cell-free viral RNAs reflected packaging efficiencies and not loss of RNA during isolation and RNase protection procedures, these experiments were repeated at least four times. In addition, an aliquot of replication-competent wild-type SNV was added to each viral sample as an internal control prior to viral RNA isolation to monitor the loss of RNA during this procedure. The amount of SNV in each sample was also examined by the RNase protection assay using RNA probes that hybridized to SNV gag (gag probe) or the R-U5 region of SNV RNA (R-U5 probe) (Fig. 3C and D) . DSH134G cells express SNV gag-pol from a helper construct lacking E and SNV LTR sequences. Although RNA from this helper construct should not be packaged into virions, to avoid any potential complications, the R-U5 probe was used to detect wild-type SNV RNA added to the viral samples isolated from DSH134G cells. Two representative RNase protection assays of the internal control SNV RNA from various samples are shown in the lower panels line, protected portion of the probe; thick zigzag line, unprotected portion of the probe; E, SNV packaging signal. Other abbreviations are the same as in Fig. 2 .
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of Fig. 4 . Within each experiment, all samples had similar amounts of internal control SNV RNA, demonstrating that the viral RNAs were recovered at similar efficiencies. These RNA analyses indicated that the amounts of RNA that were packaged into cell-free virions generated from both sets of cells were proportional to the viral titers. The role of the flanking region(s) in nonreciprocal RNA packaging between MLV and SNV. To further dissect the regions that affect specific RNA-protein interactions, we generated additional pAR3L-based vectors that contain packaging signals with one of the flanking regions replaced by the heterologous counterparts. The structures of the four vectors containing chimeric packaging signals are shown in Fig. 2C . The origin of the sequence is reflected in the vector name. For example, pBB10-MShpS contains a chimeric packaging signal consisting of the MLV upstream flanking region, SNV hairpin pair, and SNV downstream flanking region; therefore, the abbreviation MShpS is used.
These vectors were introduced into DSH134G and PG13 cells, viral titers were determined, and RNA analyses were performed as described above. Comparisons of viral titers generated by these vectors in DSH134G cells from 6 to 10 experiments are summarized in Table 3 . All of the vectors containing chimeric packaging signals with swapped flanking regions replicated well in DSH134G cells. None of these chimeras generated titers significantly different from the titers of BB4-SNVE (P ϭ 0.691, 0.591, 0.04, and 0.25 for BB10-MShpS, BB11-SShpM, BB12-SMhpM, and BB13-MMhpS, respectively). This result indicated that these chimeric packaging signals were functional. However, vectors containing heterologous flanking regions did not generate similar titers in PG13 cells. BB10-MShpS and BB11-SShpM contained SNV E with swapped MLV upstream and downstream flanking sequences, respectively. Both vectors generated significantly lower viral titers than those of BB7-MLV⌿ (P Ͻ 0.001 for both vectors), indicating that neither region could fully rescue RNA packaging by MLV Gag. However, compared with BB4-SNVE, BB10-MShpS had a fivefold increase in the viral titer, which was statistically significant (P ϭ 0.008). In contrast, the viral titers generated by BB11-SShpM were not significantly different from those of BB4-SNVE (P ϭ 0.245). These data indicated a Virus titers were first standardized to RT activities and then standardized to the BB4-SNVE titer.
b Virus titers were first standardized to RT activities and then standardized to the BB7-MLV titer. that the MLV upstream flanking region could partially rescue packaging by MLV Gag, whereas the MLV downstream flanking region did not have this effect.
If replacing the SNV upstream flanking region with that of MLV resulted in a gain of RNA packaging by MLV Gag, then it is likely that replacing the MLV upstream flanking region with that of SNV would cause a reduction in RNA packaging. BB12-SMhpM contained MLV ⌿ with a swapped SNV upstream flanking region. This vector generated titers that were 14-fold lower than those of BB7-MLV⌿; the difference between these two sets of viral titers was statistically significant (P Ͻ 0.001).
BB13-MMhpS contained MLV ⌿ with a swapped SNV downstream flanking region. This vector generated titers that were threefold lower than those of BB7-MLV⌿; the difference between these two sets of viral titers was statistically significant (P Ͻ 0.001).
RNA analyses of vectors with chimeric packaging signals containing swapped flanking regions. RNase protection assays were performed to monitor vector RNA gene expression in transfected DSH134G and PG13 cells; representative assays are shown in the top panels of Fig. 5A and B, respectively. Cellular vector RNA expression in each set of transfections was generally within a twofold variation among the different vectors. Cell-free viral RNAs released from DSH134G cells that were transfected with different vectors contained amounts of RNA similar to those of BB4-SNVE with the exception of AR3L, which did not contain a detectable amount of RNA. Cell-free viral RNAs released from transfected PG13 cells reflected the viral titers generated from these cells. The two vectors containing SNV E with the replaced MLV upstream or downstream flanking regions were packaged by MLV Gag at different efficiencies. BB11-SShpM resembled BB4-SNVE: neither vector generated a sufficient amount of cell-free viral RNA to be detected in the assay (lanes 11 and 4, respectively). In contrast, BB10-MShpS generated a detectable amount of cell-free viral RNA, although the level was approximately 13-fold lower than that of BB7-MLV ⌿ (lanes 10 and 13, respectively). Both vectors containing MLV ⌿ with swapped flanking upstream or downstream regions generated detectable amounts of cell-free viral RNA. BB12-SMhpM RNA was packaged 13-fold less efficiently, whereas BB13-MMhpS RNA was packaged threefold less efficiently, than BB7-MLV⌿ RNA. The different levels of cell-free viral RNA were not caused by loss of RNA during the isolation and analysis procedures, because all of these samples had similar amounts of the internal control wild-type SNV RNA (bottom panels, Fig. 5A and  B) .
Taken together, the viral titers and RNA analyses indicated that both the upstream and downstream flanking sequences affected the recognition by MLV Gag; however, the upstream flanking region had a much more significant role than did the downstream sequence. The presence of the MLV upstream flanking region could partially rescue RNA packaging by MLV Gag, and when it was replaced with the SNV upstream flanking region, a dramatic reduction of viral RNA packaging was observed. The MLV downstream flanking region had a lower effect on the efficiency of MLV Gag-mediated RNA packaging. The presence of the MLV downstream flanking region alone could not rescue RNA packaging by MLV Gag; however, replacing this region with the comparable SNV sequence resulted in only a threefold reduction in RNA packaging.
DISCUSSION
Use of chimeric RNA to study protein-RNA interactions. In this report, we determined the ability of chimeric packaging signals to be recognized by two different Gag polyproteins. Using this strategy, we delineated the contribution of the different RNA motifs in the nonreciprocal packaging between SNV and MLV. We were also able to determine that although MLV Gag cannot efficiently package vectors containing SNV E, MLV Gag can interact with some elements in SNV E. Therefore, chimeric RNA can be used as a powerful tool to study specific viral protein-RNA motif interactions. In addition, this study demonstrates the fluidity of the RNA sequences in packaging signals. SNV E and MLV ⌿ do not contain significant homology, and yet all of the seven chimeras are functional. This study also emphasizes the importance of the structure of various RNA motifs during the interaction of Gag and packaging signal.
Mechanistically similar and distinct interactions of SNV Gag and MLV Gag with RNA motifs. The structurally conserved hairpin pair motif plays an important role in specific RNA packaging of MLV-related retroviruses. In SNV, deletion of one of the hairpins in the hairpin pair resulted in at least a 50-fold decrease in the viral titer (62) . In MLV, deletion of the hairpin pair resulted in a 250-fold decrease in viral titer (48) . Our data indicated that, despite the importance of the hairpin pair motif in RNA packaging, this motif was not the major element that distinguished between the SNV and MLV packaging signals during MLV Gag-RNA interactions. In contrast to the previously observed severe effect from deletion of the hairpin pairs, replacement of the hairpin pair with the heterologous counterpart had only a slight effect in viral titers (up to threefold reduction). MLV Gag and SNV Gag contain limited identity (35%) in protein sequences, and the two hairpin pairs also do not contain significant homology. Therefore, these results suggest that, despite the limited identity between MLV Gag and SNV Gag, these two polyproteins interact with the hairpin pair RNA structure in a mechanistically similar manner.
Despite the similarity in Gag-hairpin pair interactions, MLV and SNV Gag polyproteins differ significantly in their requirements for other packaging signal motifs. MLV Gag strongly prefers the MLV upstream flanking region (Table 3 and Fig.  5 ). In contrast, SNV Gag does not significantly distinguish between upstream sequences from MLV and SNV. Pairs of vectors that differed only in the upstream flanking regions generated similar viral titers, e.g., BB4-SNVE and BB10MShpS (P ϭ 0.691) and BB7-MLV⌿ and BB12-SMhpM (P ϭ 0.566). These results indicated that SNV Gag and MLV Gag have different requirements for the upstream sequences that are essential for efficient RNA packaging.
Comparison of the upstream flanking region in MLV ⌿ and SNV E. These studies indicate that elements in the upstream flanking region of MLV ⌿ are required for optimal MLV Gag-mediated RNA packaging. The sequence length from splice donor to hairpin pair is 102 nt in MLV and 30 nt in SNV (Fig. 1) . The defined ⌿ includes 97 of the 102 nt (39, 41, 46) , whereas the defined E contains 18 of the 30 nt (61, 62) . In MLV ⌿, two secondary structures, termed hairpins A and B, were proposed to be present upstream of the hairpin pair described in this report. The canonical ⌿ contains only half of hairpin A but has the complete hairpin B, which is located immediately upstream of the hairpin pair (Fig. 1) .
In a recent binding study using purified MLV NC protein and short RNA, it was found that NC bound with high affinity to RNA containing hairpin B plus the hairpin pair, but not to RNA consisting of only the hairpin pair (18) . This observation is in complete agreement with our findings that the upstream sequence from MLV is critical to RNA packaging by MLV Gag. In a different study, MLV ⌿ was replaced by human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) ⌿ in an MLV-based vector; because MLV Gag could not recognize HIV-1 RNA, this RNA could not be packaged by MLV Gag at a detectable level (47) . When most of hairpin B, the hairpin pair, and the 46-nt downstream sequence were inserted into the vector, packaging of vector RNA was partially rescued. Although we could not directly compare our data with this previous study because our chimeras were constructed with precise replacement of hairpins or flanking regions, all these studies are in general agreement that the upstream sequence plays an important role in RNA-MLV Gag interaction.
In a deletion analysis, it was shown previously that deletion of hairpin A or hairpin B resulted in a seven-or sixfold decrease in the level of RNA encapsidation, respectively (48) . Interestingly, double deletion did not have an additive effect: deleting both hairpin A and hairpin B but retaining the 54 nt between the hairpins resulted in only a fourfold reduction in RNA packaging. These data indicated that there might be complex interactions between different motifs in the upstream sequence. Therefore, despite strong evidence of the importance of hairpin B, we cannot eliminate the possibility that other sequences in the upstream region also have an impact on RNA-protein interactions.
In this study, the canonical SNV E was inserted into the 3Ј untranslated region of an MLV vector. One possible argument is that the canonical SNV E has a portion of the sequence missing in the upstream region, which leads to the inability of MLV Gag to recognize SNV RNA. In other experiments, we have used SNV vectors with the defined E as well as all of the sequences upstream from E and have shown that MLV Gag cannot package these RNAs efficiently (13, 14) . Therefore, the inability of the SNV E upstream region to replace the MLV counterpart is not due to incomplete sequences being present in the vectors.
Cooperative effect of the three regions in MLV ⌿ that alter MLV Gag-mediated RNA packaging. The most optimal MLV Gag-mediated RNA packaging involves the presence of all three regions from MLV ⌿. When a single region of SNV E was replaced by the corresponding ⌿ region, only the presence of the ⌿ upstream region yielded a detectable increase (fivefold) in RNA packaging by MLV Gag. Although neither the hairpin pair nor the downstream region by itself could rescue RNA packaging by MLV Gag, the presence of both regions resulted in a fivefold increase in RNA packaging by MLV Gag (BB6-SEMhp and BB11-SShpM versus BB12-SMhpM). Simi-larly, either hairpin pair or downstream region in the presence of the upstream region could further enhance RNA packaging 25-fold by MLV Gag (BB9-M⌿Shp and BB13-MMhpS versus BB10-MShpS). MLV Gag packaged a ⌿-containing vector 70-fold more efficiently than it packaged an E-containing vector. Therefore, increasing the number of MLV-derived regions improves MLV Gag-mediated RNA packaging in a nonlinear, nonadditive manner, indicating that there is a cooperative effect among these regions during RNA packaging. This effect is likely to exist at the level of RNA-Gag interaction; for example, it is possible that Gag recognizes more than one region, and having these sequences together increases the binding affinity or binding efficiency of Gag.
Weak recognition of MLV Gag with SNV E and other RNA elements important for RNA packaging. The viral titers generated from transfected PG13 cells by BB4-SNVE were significantly higher than those generated by AR3L (P Ͻ 0.001; 2 ϫ 10 3 and 3 ϫ 10 2 CFU/ml, respectively). We therefore conclude that MLV Gag can interact with SNV E, albeit at a very weak level.
Besides MLV ⌿ or ⌿ ϩ , sequences located elsewhere in the viral genome have been proposed to impact RNA packaging. These sequences include U5 and a 21-nt segment in the 3Ј untranslated region (49, 64) . Because all packaging signals were inserted into AR3L, which contain U5 and the 21-nt segment of the 3Ј untranslated region, the roles of these sequences were not addressed in this study. However, without any canonical packaging signals, AR3L was able to replicate at a 0.2 to 3% level compared with the vectors that had the canonical packaging signal (Table 2 ). It is possible that this level of replication is sustained by vector sequences that allow a low level of RNA packaging. The ability of AR3L to replicate at a low level also led us to speculate on the evolutionary role of minor RNA packaging sequences. One possible explanation is that the presence of these sequences allows low-level rescue of a virus that suffered a detrimental mutation in the major packaging signal. Interestingly, the low level of replication of AR3L was observed in both SNV-and MLV-based helper cells, suggesting that SNV Gag can also recognize the minor packaging signals from MLV. Therefore, the presence of minor RNA packaging signals may be common among retroviruses.
